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ABSTRACT

Robert Trivers, who has pioneered research in deception, has made the statement that
lying is never truly beneficial. This paper offers a model to test this claim. The model
incorporates signaling into the Prisoner’s Dilemma game from classical game theory, thereby
allowing players to lie or be truthful about their intended moves, as in the popular T.V. game
show, The Golden Ball. Taking into account the psychological and neurological activity of the
players while their interaction is occurring, various parameters (confirmation bias, conflict of
interest, sensitivity, tells, fear and gullibility) are accounted for to feed into the final credibility
assessment of whether the opponent is lying or not. As any game theory model, numerical values
are assigned to represent the payoffs the players receive from the various combination of moves
that can occur. However, this model utilizes the basic game payoff as well as a collateral
biological payoff to account for the stress that an individual’s course of action in the game can
impose on their body. Analysis considers two cases: both game and biological payoffs in the
same units, such as might apply in an evolutionary fitness context, and alternatively, the case
when the payoffs are not in the same units, as might apply in an economic context where a tradeoff can arise between financial gain and health. For the former context, an overall expected
payoff is computed for a variety of scenarios, and for the latter, the Pareto boundary was
examined to quantify the trade-off between the payoffs. From the expected payoff calculations,
it was determined that lying is never truly beneficial. From the Pareto analysis, conditions were
identified that force a trade-off between game payoff and biological payoff. While promising,
this conclusion cannot be confirmed until the model is validated. Also, extensions to a repeated
game context and other topics for future research are considered.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
There are myriad reasons why people lie, and endless scenarios in which people lie. Individuals
lie because they presume it is beneficial to them, or to a loved one; however, is lying actually beneficial
when all factors are considered? This paper aims to answer that question by employing a game theory
approach to explore various scenarios in which individuals lie [9]. The present scope solely focuses on
the classical Prisoner’s Dilemma game, although the approach could be used for any game, meaning any
multiplayer decision scenario [5].
The Prisoner’s Dilemma is a social game where each player can be swayed by personal gain and
self-interest of getting the maximum payoff possible. The original scenario considered for this model is
that two people are charged with involvement in a crime, are arrested and placed in separate cells (so the
two cannot communicate about their thoughts/course of action). To convict one or both of them for the
crime, the police have to persuade at least one prisoner to confess. Hence, the options for moves being
cooperate with your fellow prisoner and stay silent (C) and defect against your fellow prisoner by
turning state’s evidence (D). If both confess, then both will receive a modest sentence as part of their
plea deals; if exactly one confesses, then the confessing prisoner will be acquitted and receive a reward
for aiding the police, and the other will be receive the maximum sentence; lastly, if both cooperate then
they both are acquitted due to lack of evidence without a confession. Payoffs are then assigned to each
possible outcome. For D, D the payoff is worse than C, C, which is a good payoff for each. For the D, C
scenario, the payoff for the player who plays D is the best possible payoff and the payoff for the C
player is the worst possible outcome. Hence D is a dominant strategy for both; however, if both players
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play this dominant strategy then they each receive a lesser payoff than if they both cooperated. Players
risk getting the worst payoff (the sucker’s payoff) if they cooperate and the other player defects, so
mutual cooperation is risky [5].
Table 1: Prisoner's Dilemma Payoff Matrix Example.

Player 1

Player 2
Cooperate

Defect

Cooperate

R, R

S, T

Defect

T, S

P, P

(T > R > P > S)
Player 1 is the row player and player 2 is the column, so the payoffs are ordered as player 1, player 2.
R = the reward payoff = the payoff associated with mutual cooperation (C, C)
T = the temptation payoff = the maximum payoff possible, D player’s payoff in the scenario C, D
P = the punishment payoff = the payoff associated with mutual defection (D, D)
S = the sucker’s payoff = the payoff the player who plays C receives in the scenario C, D
Table 2: Numerical Example of Prisoner's Dilemma

Player 1

Player 2
Cooperate

Defect

Cooperate

2,2

0, 3

Defect

3, 0

1,1

This payoff matrix can be read the same as Table 1.
For this numerical example T = 3, R = 2, P = 1, S = 0.
The Prisoner’s Dilemma can be adapted to model many situations and can even be generalized to
more than two players. In the present context, the trust required to make cooperation rational is a key
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feature and the players signal their moves so that the consequences of honesty and deception can be
compared. For signaling, the players are not presumed to be separated as in the story for which the
game was named, but the assumption of simultaneous moves suffices to preserve the element of risk [5].
If players signal (e.g. announce) their intended moves before each actually makes their move, the
important factor becomes who believes whom. If player one defects and player two believes they are
going to cooperate, then player two suffers [5]. If player one plans to defect, but signals cooperation and
player two detects the deception, then player one suffers [5]. The only way both players win in this game
is to both cooperate, both getting a net positive payoff [5]. Telling the truth in this game would mean
telling the other player what your move is going to be and actually playing that move. Lying would
mean telling the opponent that you are going to either cooperate/defect and then doing the opposite.
There could be reasoning for each scenario as seen in the TV game show Golden Balls, which models
the Prisoner’s Dilemma [26].
In this game show, the players are each given a choice of two balls. One contains the word
“split” while the other one says “steal” inside. If both players pick split, then they split the prize money
in half. If one chooses to steal and the other split, then the player who chose steal receives the full sum
of prize money. If both players play steal, then they both leave with nothing. The players are allowed to
talk strategy before making their moves. Take into consideration player 1 (P1) and player 2 (P2). If P1
promises to split with P2 then P2 can lie and play steal since they think P1 is going to play split to get
the largest payoff possible. However, in this case both players could be lying and play steal leading to no
reward for either player. P1 can claim they are going to steal no matter and then split the reward with P2
later. This way P2 is left to only play split in hopes to receive money after the game. P1 could have been
lying and end up playing split since they were planning to split the reward with P2 all along [26].
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Building on the multi-dimensional player models, specifically the signaling and belief updating
of Byrne and Kurland, this thesis exploits concepts from psychology and neuroscience to model the
mental processes of each player leading up to their moves [3].

Chapter 2
Background and Related Research

Lie Detection
Lie detection has been utilized in legislation to ensure that the truth, and nothing but the truth, is
used in various cases [7]. Many polygraphs are not connected to the head of the individual being tested,
but rather monitor the physical autonomic nervous system responses such as heart rate and blood
pressure, which mostly monitors the anxiety level associated with lying versus the actual detection of
brain stimulation due to lying [7]. To better understand the origin of lying patterns in the brain, the brain
ought to be monitored to determine the cortexes that are active during deception. This will allow for a
more accurate detection of deception since the individual will not be able to consciously control their
anxiety response associated with lying. The University of Pennsylvania performed a study to determine
the active cortexes for deception [27]. A functional magnetic resonance imaging machine (fMRI) was
utilized to determine that the active cortexes during deception are the anterior cingulated cortex
(monitoring errors), the dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex (controlling behavior) and the parietal lobe
(processing sensory input). This machine monitors the blood flow in the brain to determine where the
most activity is occurring by magnetizing molecules in the brain to make them resonate and be detected.
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Images are captured by a computer that then uses mathematical formulas to process the information
[27].
Using fMRI could be a more accurate way to detect deception instead of the typical polygraph;
however, it costs more and is more difficult to test subjects since they must lie still while being imaged.
In light of this new methodology, some individuals are looking to pay to prove to their spouses that their
loyalty is true. Thinking of this in terms of payoffs, an individual would have to determine if they think
the $10,000 is worth demonstrating their loyalty if, in the end, their spouse may still not believe their
word. Hence, there is no guaranteeing that this testing will make their spouse not doubt their loyalty.
Additionally, if their spouse does not trust them in the first place then there is a deeper issue occurring
that should be focused on instead of deception [27].

Consciousness and Unconscious Deception
This study aims to analyze the decision to lie by constructing a model that includes both the
objective and perceived consequences of lying, especially how these decisions and consequences are
processed in the brain. Lying can be a conscious or unconscious act [18, 23, 29]. Research by Marvin
Minsky and Robert Trivers has consistently demonstrated that when consciously lying to yourself, or
others, the left side of your brain is mainly at work [18, 29]. The right brain controls the
unconsciousness. Deciphering between conscious and unconscious lying is crucial. There is a time delay
between conscious and unconscious, so it is hard to sensor the world. This is also where déjà vu comes
from and why memories can seem so real. Since the neural processing of actual time is delayed,
memories can seem like they are actually occurring [18, 29].
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To verify the findings of the University of Pennsylvania’s study, researchers at the University of
Baylor conducted an experiment on bargaining with sellers and buyers [27, 14]. The sellers were
categorized as either strategists (actively lie to profit), incrementalists (do what is fair), or conservatives
(would rather make a sale than profit, so they ask for under value) [14]. An fMRI machine was also
utilized in this study to discover the active parts of the brain for each type of seller. The dorsal anterior
cingulate cortex, retrosplenial cortex and rostral prefrontal cortex were the main cortexes that lit up in
the brain of strategists lying. For the incrementalists, the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex was found to be
lit up when they lied. The conservatives had a lot of variation in the fMRI scan results, so no
information could help formulate a conclusion on the active parts of their brain when lying. Using these
fMRI scans, it was also discovered that there is directional connectivity between the brain cortexes. That
means that these cortexes of the brain are not mutually exclusive since they all can communicate with
each other [14].
The findings on brain activity in strategists and liars align with the results of the study done at
the University of Pennsylvania [27]. They both found the anterior cingulate cortex lit up upon lying,
which is part of the limbic system [14, 27]. The retrosplenial cortex is the odd cortex out of the
University of Pennsylvania research; however, it is a part of the posterior cingulate cortex dealing with
memory, so it makes sense that it was active as well [14, 27]. For the purpose of this research, the
retrosplenial cortex and the anterior cingulate cortex will be grouped to just be the cingulate cortex [30].
The rostral prefrontal cortex found in this paper corresponds to the prefrontal cortex indicated in the
University of Pennsylvania study, which controls an individual’s behavior as well as monitors the
behavior of others [14, 27].
Since lying can induce stress, pleasure and pain, one would assume there would be a correlation
between the cortexes involved in these physiological responses and the cortexes involved in lying [17].
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The hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, the amygdala and the prefrontal cortex are the parts of the
brain associated with these physiological responses according to multiple studies done at NIH [30]. The
prefrontal cortex is listed in all of the studies considered thus far, which has the function of voluntary
muscle control, higher order thinking, memory, and speech production [17]. The anterior cingulate
cortex is part of the limbic system, which also contains the amygdala and hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal
axis [22]. These all deal with emotional and cognitive processing such as your pleasure center. The
parietal lobe deals with the senses and receiving sensory information, so it makes sense that this is
involved in lying, but not in the physiological responses induced by stress, pleasure and pain [17].

Self-Deception
There is a motive behind every lie. People mainly use deception for the benefit of themselves or
others. Individuals lie when they think they are doing something “good” even when they are not [29].
There can be a conflict of interest when lying, since something can benefit one person the individual
cares about, but harm another at the same time [4]. Thus, the projected benefits are always analyzed
prior to deciding to lie [4]. An individual might believe that a lie is beneficial, when the lie actually
comes with more consequences than benefits. Hence, the actual benefits and consequences of lying can
be quite different than the projected results [8].
In the case of self-deception, the motives are normally to confirm a bias or help project a positive
self-image [28]. Whether the projected outcome be that the individual receives more friends out of the
lie, or that they want to feel good about themselves; the projected outcome could match or be extremely
different than the actual outcome. Individuals could lie to themselves, believing that they can lift a lot of
weights since they believe they are so strong and then end up injuring themselves because they were
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overconfident that they could lift more than they could. Overconfidence is one of the most common
forms of self-deception [29]. As in this example, many times it is people thinking they can do something
even though they cannot. There is also functional overconfidence where you believe you can do
something before trying it [28]. This is evolutionary adaptive because it causes people to try more things
and build up skills [28]. Taking functional overconfidence into account, you do not want to bite off more
than you can chew, but on the other hand it is not always destructive meaning sometimes it can get you
to do something you might not have previously tried.
When people believe in success, but experience contradicts them, they lose faith. Thus, the
problem with overconfidence. People should believe in smaller goals so that they succeed. Then, their
capacity of faith in themselves gets larger and they can then achieve those larger goals that they would
have originally failed if attempting it from the get-go [29].
Another example of projecting a positive self-view through self-deception is described by
Leonard Pitts, Jr. [21]. He states that if an individual pays a lot for a forgery then they are not very likely
to admit it is a forgery [21]. That is, there is a positive correlation in the fact that the more money paid
for the forgery, the more likely the individual is to lie that it is not a forgery [21].
An additional motive for self-deception is that the individual is more successful at lying to others
if they too believe their own lie [28]. This has become adapted since it is evolutionary beneficial [28].
As displayed in Voltaire’s Candide, people lie to themselves for benefit of pretending something is not
as bad as it actually is [31]. In other words, they lie to themselves to portray a false reality as a mode of
comfort. In this scenario, the benefits outweigh the costs of not knowing what the truth is [31]. Once you
get caught up in a lie it is hard to convince yourself that it is actually a lie and not reality. This type of
self-deception is denial [29]. Another form of denial is denying that you care about someone because
you are afraid of getting hurt. Many people lie to themselves in relationships because they think it is
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easier to not feel any emotions than to potentially get hurt. The issue with this is that they could be
missing out on something amazing and miss feeling unexpected emotions.
A third form of self-deception is confirmation bias [28]. Confirmation bias is the tendency to
interpret new evidence as confirmation of one's existing beliefs or theories [29]. Many individuals will
ignore information that goes against their existing beliefs and lie to themselves disregarding that
information as valid. If something goes against their preexisting belief, then they also will lie to
themselves thinking that that information is not true. This just solidifies their existing bias and will
strengthen it making them less open minded to anything that goes against this bias [29].
In accordance with the forms of deception listed above, Trivers states that there are nine
categories of self-deception [29]. The first is self-inflation, where people put themselves in the top half
of all positive distributions and the lower half of all negative attributes. They do this by suppressing
neural activity in the region where the activity takes place. The second is derogation of others. This is
where an individual derogates an entire group instead of changing their self-image. People have adopted
this mechanism as a defensive strategy when they feel threatened. The third is in-group/out-group
associations. This means that once the individual defines an out group, they degrade them and put more
positive traits on members of the in-group [29].
The fourth category is biases of power. With the feeling of power, people are less likely to take
others’ viewpoints and are more likely to center thinking on themselves. Moral superiority is the fifth
category Trivers proposes. When determining our value to others is when this category is most
prevalent. The sixth is illusion of control. We believe we have greater ability to affect outcomes when
deceiving falls in this category. The individual responds to a lack of control by generating false data that
would give them greater control. The seventh category is construction of biased social theory. Theories
regarding our immediate social reality fall into this category. An example is a husband and wife, with
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one being an altruist and the other being selfish and them both disagreeing on who is who because they
have different social realities. The eighth category is titled false personal narratives. This is where an
individual enhances their view of themselves and derogates others. Lastly, the ninth category is
unconscious modules devoted to deception. Two or more activities can occur with no interaction,
making them independent conscious/unconscious modules. An example of this is stealing things from
people unconsciously while interacting with them because they are getting something from the
interaction, so the individual wants to get something in return [29].

Deceiving Others
The main two bases of motivation for lying to someone else are to benefit yourself or another
person (not necessarily the person you are deceiving) [15]. The projected benefits of the lie are
dependent on what the lie is [8]. For example, if you are lying to someone because there is only one
donut left and you want to eat it then the projected benefit would be to eat the donut. The lie could be
telling the other person that the donut is stale, so that they do not want to eat the donut and leave it there.
The risk of this lie is that if the person finds out you were lying then they could eat the donut in
retaliation. They also could just think lesser of you and believe you are selfish wanting the whole donut
for yourself when you both could have split the donut. This displays how when lying, people tend to
focus on the immediate reward versus the high long-term cost (instant gratification of eating the donut
versus having your integrity jeopardized) [8].
The individual might not take into account the risks and long-term costs that could potentially
occur from lying [8]. When about to use deception, all of the potential benefits and risks should be
considered. A major negative impact that is associated with deception is stress on the immune system
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due to feeling guilty and shameful [29]. Alongside making the original projection, when reality does not
live up to the forecast, the individual should correct their forecasting process for future projections;
however, temptation comes in to play for the individual to pretend that everything is working fine so that
the individual continues to use deception even though the associated negative impacts might outweigh
the positive impacts [8].
The positive impacts are what most individuals focus on when lying demonstrating why lying
evolved [15]. Minsky’s view is that lying was created by human learning based on reward and
reinforcement where Trivers claims it was created because humans seek pleasure [18, 29]. From
Minsky’s description of agencies, we see that pleasant feelings of accomplishment and disagreeable
sensations of defeat are the main factors of how our higher-level agencies make summaries [18]. Thus,
Minsky and Trivers maintain similar views of humans being pleasure seeking creatures [18, 29].
With the fact that people lie for some pleasant outcome, another source to consider is genetics. It
has been found that women have been found to be more compassionate towards those who have lied to
them. This could be because of genetics, or the way they were raised to be (nature vs. nurture). The
genetic makeup of an individual could impact how lying plays out for them. If an individual has a weak
immune system based on their genetic makeup, then lying is more of a risk for them than someone with
a strong immune system. The immune system is also impacted by how you are raised due to it being
shaped from outside resources that are introduced to the body. This shows that nature and nurture both
have compelling arguments to how an individual is created and evolves to having tendencies of
deception [29].
When deceiving other people, I will define the following two forms of deception: active and
passive lying. Active lying is altering the truth, while passive lying is omitting the truth. Passive lying is
very common when keeping secrets from people. The donut example is a way where the truth was
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altered, thus it is active lying. These are the two types that all deception of others stems from. Also,
multiple scenarios can contain active and passive lying. For example, when lying to your doctor about
your current condition, you could omit symptoms (passive lying) or give a false representation of the
symptoms you have (active lying). Having this classification system makes it simpler to relate various
scenarios of deception.
Trivers claims that if everyone deceives, then it is never truly beneficial because we are just
living in a circle of lies [29]. In the movie “Life is Beautiful,” the man lies to his son to keep him alive
in the concentration camps [1]. He tells him that it is a big game of hide and seek so that the son never is
found [1]. This challenges Trivers’ argument that lying is never beneficial because in this scenario one
would think that both the son and the father would claim that this lie benefited them [29]. Another
contradiction of Trivers’ argument is from Leonard Pitts, Jr. He argues that it is beneficial to lie to those
who have lost loved ones in war, since it is better to think that your loved one died serving their country
rather than dying because of an oil dispute [21].
Deception of others is prevalent in nature as well. An example is how some species of
nonpoisonous butterflies mimic poisonous ones so that they are not eaten by predators [29]. The more
frequent these deceivers act, the more they begin to diversify themselves to better avoid detection.
Hence, the deceivers evolve quickly to maintain their success. Another form of deception in insects is
caterpillars’ emission of pheromones (a chemical produced by an animal that is projected into the
environment that affects the physiology of other species) to make them smell like ants and act as ants so
that when a predator attacks, then the queen ant will protect them over the actual ants [29].
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The Positive and Negative Aspects of the Results of Lying
When analyzing the benefits and consequences of lying, all individuals effected by the lie must
be considered [8]. In consideration of a net payoff for the scenario as a whole, there will be weights on
each individual based on their connection to the individual who lied [29]. The more connected to the
liar, the higher the weight. Due to the chain reaction of the impacts of lying, there will be individuals
affected by the lie who are not directly connected to the liar but are connected to a person who is
connected directly to the liar [29]. These indirect contacts will have a much smaller weight on the
overall end payoff of the scenario, since they are farther removed from the original lie itself. From the
Folly of Fools, Hamilton’s rule states that the benefit of an altruistic act toward a relative multiplied by
the relevant degree of relatedness must be greater than the cost suffered by the altruist in order for
natural selection to favor altruism [29].
A significant factor in the net payoff is the immune response of the individuals involved
in the lie [29]. Lying can cause a lot of stress on the individual lying because they can feel guilty or
shameful [29]. This stress causes the immune system to focus on dealing with the stress the body is
going through, which makes it easier for the body to be attacked by a foreign antigen [2]. An antigen is a
substance introduced to the body that causes the immune response to react by creating antibodies (the
body’s cells that protect it from infections etc.). The depressed immune function lowers brain activity
since it takes a lot of energy to lie, hindering the allocation of energy to the brain so a successful lie is
less probable [2]. Repression of the truth from the conscious mind also lowers the immune function
because the brain activity takes a lot of the body’s energy supply [29]. Once someone becomes a
pathological liar, lying no longer requires a lot of energy because it is almost a natural response to a
stimulus [20].
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People become accustomed to deceiving themselves and others. Thus, deception can become a
subconscious act [20]. As described by Marvin Minsky, an example of this is giving someone something
so you think that you need to take something from them as well, and you subconsciously take something
[18]. The more one lies, the less active their amygdala becomes each time a lie occurs, so they are no
longer stressed or having a fear of the potential outcome of the lie [20]. When the negative physiological
factors of lying are removed, deception becomes addictive [20]. Along with the removal of these factors,
the most salient things tend to happen, so neural pathways fire quickly when used more [20]. Hence
repetition of this firing makes it more likely to fire again.
When someone has become accustomed to lying, their lies are less likely to be detected because
they will have less of an emotional connection to lying [20]. People can detect lies through the liar’s
nervousness, control (of their words and actions), and cognitive load (the brain’s effort in processing
specific information) [19]. These cues make it easier for others to become aware that a lie is taking
place. If the liar picks up that the other person realizes they are lying, then the probability of detection
also can impact if the liar will switch from lying to telling the truth.

Theory and Research Specific to Model Structure

Belief, Desire, Intent Philosophy
The belief, desire, intent philosophy (BDI) turned out to be crucial in creating the base for this
model instead of being a parameter since it describes the mental process that goes into an action [32].
Each player’s belief is what they believe the other player is going to do [32]. Each player’s desire is the
payoff they want (their aspiration level in economic terms), which in the case of the Prisoner’s Dilemma
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desire can be reward, temptation, or punishment (or the sucker’s payoff, but normally, nobody wants
that) [5, 32]. Reward is the desire for a fair share of a mutually cooperative (C, C) outcome, and so could
lead a player to play C, but could also lead to a D move if a player assesses (correctly or not) that their
co-player is going to play D [5]. Temptation is the temptation to have the maximum payoff possible, and
a player must play D to get it, and hope that their co-player plays C [5]. Punishment, a relatively low
desire, can also lead a player to play D, because it guarantees the punishment payoff without having to
worry about the other player’s move [5]. As a starting point, to simplify the number of possible
outcomes of play, the desire category has been set at reward for all possible combinations of play. Each
player’s intent is the action they intend to play (C or D) and whether they intend to send a truthful or
deceptive signal [5, 32]. Thus, this model has 2-dimensional intent, compared to early BDI models with
1-dimensional intent [5, 32]. The signal is what a player signals to the other player that they are going to
play [32].
This game is noncooperative insofar as lacking binding agreements and dropping the cooperative
assumption of collective rationality, but, like cooperative games, some level of communication is
assumed and is modeled by each player signaling a move and signals can be truthful or not [9]. Reallocation of payoffs after the game is not actually done, also adhering to traditional non-cooperative
game theory assumptions, but reallocation should be possible to make promises of side payments
plausible, as in the Golden Ball [6, 26]. For this model we have set the desire of both individuals as
reward to eliminate hundreds of possible scenarios (which can be further analyzed in later work). With
the desire of both individuals strictly being reward and since they lack binding agreements and therefore
have to assess each other’s truthfulness and intended move, the best strategy for both players is
anticipatory tit for tat; i.e. for each to mimic the move that they forecast the other player will play [3].
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Signal Detection Theory
The next relevant theory is the signal detection theory. This theory is how individuals make
decisions that involve perceptual and behavioral risk, which deals with the connection of the senses and
how the brain processes them then the individual finalizes a decision [16]. The brain lobes for this
theory are also the parietal lobe and prefrontal cortex since it deals with sensory and higher order
processing [17].
Extensive research has been done to create a mathematical model of this theory that separates the
perceivers behavior into sensitivity and bias. There are four parameters included in the model as follows:
payoff parameter, base rate parameter, similarity parameter and the sensitivity parameter. The payoff
parameter is based on correct detection, missed detection (aka false rest), false alarms (incorrect
detection), and correct rejections. The base rate parameter is the perceivers probability of encountering
targets versus foils, in our case people telling the truth and people lying. The similarity parameter is
what targets and foils look like (truthful people or liars). External factors can have an impact on this
parameter as well. The last parameter is the sensitivity parameter, which affects the players biases. the
factors of the sensitivity parameter are the liberal and conservative criterion. The liberal criterion
decreases missed detections but increases exposure to false alarms. The conservative criterion decreases
false alarms but increases exposure to missed detections. Thus, the perceiver needs to optimize their
criterion location to maximize the expected outcome [16].
It has been shown that there are multiple combinations of bias and sensitivity that lead to the
same accuracy; however, the maximum accuracy has been found to be at a level of zero bias [16]. The
formula for bias that they created with β=bias, c= bias criterion measure and d=sensitivity measure is:
β = e(cd′) [16]. From this function, the optimal bias equation was derived.
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βoptimal = (1 − α)/(α)•(j − a)/(h − m) with α=base rate, j, a, h, and m being payoffs for correct rejections,
false alarms, correct detections and missed detections respectively [16]. The derivation of this equation
can be found in the paper written by Lynn and Barrett [16]. In order to incorporate confirmation bias
along with the other psychological factors considered, this formula will be utilized as a guide for the
equations created.

Projection
Psychological theories were discovered and if found to be applicable to decision making and
deception, the brain cortexes utilized in these theories were researched. The first theory that applies to
decision making is the projection factor. The projection factor is when an individual projects his/her
feelings and beliefs on another individual [10]. This factor is more likely to occur if the individual has
negative feelings or emotions [10]. It could also be more likely with positive emotions/feelings as well if
they are very strong and the person is highly biased [10]. The parts of the brain involved in projection
are the parietal, temporal, occipital lobes, and prefrontal cortex [24]. Based on the parts of the brain
involved in deception, these lobes correspond quite well with the lobes already considered in our model.
The temporal and occipital lobe are both lobes that deal with sensory input, hearing and seeing
respectively [17]. These lobes make up the portion of the brain called the cerebral cortex that deals with
all sensory processing [17]. For our model, since we are focusing on the overarching processing of the
senses, we will take into consideration the parietal lobe and prefrontal cortex and omit the temporal and
occipital lobes. Due to the ventral and dorsal pathways connect all the lobes and the parietal lobe and
prefrontal cortex connect all of the information received from the occipital and temporal lobes [17].
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Confirmation Bias (𝑪𝑩𝒋 )
Confirmation bias (CB) is the tendency to reaffirm one’s prior belief(s) [12]. In the present
model, players’ prior beliefs about each other are based on projection [10]. As discussed in
recommendations for future work, prior beliefs could reflect history in repeated game context. CB is a
function of initial belief and initial deception/honesty [12]. This also includes the projection factor
where the player is projecting their beliefs onto the other player, which could be projecting in two
different ways [10]. First off, they can be projecting their intent (to play C or D) to be their belief of
what move (C or D) the other player is going to play [10]. Additionally, they can be projecting their
deception/honesty onto the other player, believing the co-player to be a liar if they are a liar, and
believing the co-player to be signaling honestly if they are signaling honestly [10]. With CB, activity can
be seen in the prefrontal cortex because of it being higher order processing [24]. The scale
categorization for this parameter is 0 being a strictly conservative bias and 1 being a strictly liberal bias.
A conservative bias meaning that the individual is not strongly fixated on their bias [16]. This decreases
false alarms but increases exposure to missed detections [16]. For the liberal bias, the individual is
highly opinionated and attached to their bias decreasing the amount of missed detections, but also
increasing their exposure to false alarms [16].

Conflict of Interest (𝑪𝑶𝑰𝒋 )
COI considers the tendency to believe what you want to believe (literally, COI skews judgement
to favor preferred outcomes) [4]. Therefore, its effect would be most extreme when desire is for a high
temptation payoff but can even result in the reward from mutual cooperation being perceived as more
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likely than it truly is [4]. Individuals are normally not aware when their judgement is being skewed, so
in these situations this falls into their unconscious brain [4]. The prefrontal cortex’s activity is monitored
here since the player is debating their optimal strategy [17]. For the probability of the player to be
completely blinded by the temptation payoff the weighted value is 1, and when it is 0 the player retains
perfect judgement in the face of the temptation payoff regardless of the possibility of desirable
outcomes.
COI is based on how “starry eyed” the individual is. When the opponent (player not j, “~j”)
signals C, this give hope to player j of getting the temptation payoff, which as mentioned before is the
highest possible payoff. Once player ~j signals C, the final COI is decided based on player j’s intent.
COI is either .6 if player j intends to play C and .9 if they intend to play D (since they are very starry
eyed and really want player ~j to be telling the truth and actually play C). When player ~j signals D,
player j still has a slight COI (.2) since player ~j could be lying and actually play C.

Tells (𝐓𝐣 )
T represents the tells that players give off that alert the other player whether or not they are lying.
Furthermore, the tells of player j, 𝑇𝑗 , are the tells that they are receiving from player ~j. These tells are
like the tells that poker players have [19]. For example, the nervous energy generated from lying leads
the individual to release that energy in one way or another such as moving their tie, or tapping their
finger, or adjusting their glasses [19]. Another common example of a tell is with police questioning
individuals. The individuals give off tells that they are lying whether it be excessive swallowing, having
extra delays between questions, or performing nervous tendencies such as fixing their hair [19]. If player
j is lying, then the tells they give off contribute to player ~j thinking they are lying. T is associated with
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activity in the parietal lobe due to tells being sensory output information that the player gives off and the
input processing of this sensory information [17]. With this parameter, 0 means no indication of
deception at all, and 1 is the strongest possible signal of deception.
Tells is dependent on the player’s sensitivity and they have an inverse relationship. If the player
is lying, then they are not very sensitive and giving off a lot of tells (.8) since they are nervous about
lying. On the contrary, if the player is telling the truth then they are highly sensitive correlating to not a
lot of tells (.2).

Sensitivity (𝑺𝒋 )
S is a player’s sensitivity to Tells, discussed above as tell-tale signs of honesty and deception, so
this parameter is the probability that the individual will pick up on those signs, which is dependent on
their sensitivity to these signs. Due to the fact that if player j is lying, they will be focused on ensuring
that their behavior is not giving away that they are lying, S is inversely proportional to an individual’s
own deception (furthermore, the tells they give off) [28]. If someone is telling the truth then they are
more likely to be more aware of their surroundings, allowing them to be more sensitive to the other
player’s signals and body language [19]. S deals with the parietal and prefrontal cortex as well as the
limbic system [17]. This is due to the fact that the individual has sensory input (parietal lobe), which is
analyzed by the prefrontal cortex on their interpretation of the information [17]. The limbic system
dealing with stress impacts this parameter because if the individual is more stressed then they are less
likely to pick up on the tells from the other player [22]. For this scale, 0 means player j has no
sensitivity; i.e. a 0% probability of picking up on player ~j’s Tells. 1 is player j having a 100%
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probability of picking up on player not j’s signals of honesty or deception, a probability of utmost
sensitivity.

Fear (𝑭𝒋 )
F is a function of the sucker payoff. Opposite of COI, F is the fear of getting burned by playing
cooperate and getting the sucker payoff due to the fact that the other player plays defect. This leaves the
player that cooperated with nothing, and the player who defected with the maximum payoff amount. The
limbic system and prefrontal cortex are active with F due to the stress the player is going through and
them having to analyze the situation to determine if playing cooperate is worth the risk of getting the
sucker payoff [17]. Here, 0 represents the lack of fear that the individual is going to get the sucker
payoff and 1 is the maximum level of fear the player could have about getting the sucker payoff [13].
Since fear affects risk aversion, it acts as the threshold of the lie detector. This value was compared to
the average value of a player (avg), and if the avg was greater than or equal to the F value then the
player believes the opponent is telling the truth, and if the value is equal to or below this threshold value
then the player believes the opponent is lying

Gullibility (𝑮𝒋 )
G is the gullibility and tolerance of the individual. This corresponds to the likelihood of detection
because the more gullible the person is then the less likely they are to believe the other player is lying
and the more likely they are to believe whatever the opponent signals to them. The limbic system and
prefrontal cortex are activated with this parameter because if the player is utterly suspicious of the
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opponent, then their stress levels in the limbic system will be high and gullibility and suspicion are
highlighted in the prefrontal cortex [17, 22]. The representation of strength for G is 0 being completely
suspicious
(believe the other player is lying regardless of all other factors) and 1 being completely
Fear (𝐹
𝑗 ), Gullibility (𝐺𝑗 ), Confirmation
gullible (they believe the other player is telling the truth regardless of all other factor). The default
Bias (𝐶𝐵𝑗 ), Conflict of Interest (𝐶𝑂𝐼𝑗 )
probability of gullibility is .5 where an individual has an equal probability of believing or not believing
the other player’s signal. This set value is the mean of sensitivity, since the sensitivity of the player can
either increase or decrease from the gullibility of the person. This is due to the fact that a person’s level
of suspicion/gullibility will have them entering the game play with an already active brain. When
accounting for this, the endogenous variables are calculated starting with this mean as the base value.
Tells (𝑇𝑗 )
(
Type equation here.

Sensitivity (𝑆𝑗 ), Fear (𝐹𝑗 ), Gullibility (𝐺𝑗 )

Figure 1: Brain Model

This model of the brain shows its structure where the parts of the brain involved in lying have
been highlighted. The pink area is the frontal cortex, containing the prefrontal cortex; the yellow area is
the parietal lobe; and the blue area highlights the components of the limbic system. The corresponding
parameters for each brain area are labeled as well.
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Payoffs
In the world of game theory, payoffs are preferences over outcomes, and therefore also
incentives for an individual to make a decision [13]. Player j’s best response to player ~j’s move is the
move that maximizes player j’s payoff [13]. In this model, we are no longer solely focused on the direct
payoffs from the game, but also the biological biproducts of the player’s move and decision-making
process (i.e. what parts of the brain are calling the shots). We will consider payoffs for various parts of
the brain where each part of the brain is a decision-making algorithm that can be reinforced or
discouraged (the prefrontal cortex, limbic system, and parietal lobe). This compilation of regional
activity payoffs in the brain comprise the collateral biological payoff (based on the collateral damage
lying does to your body).
Along with the biological payoff, the traditional game payoff (the typical physical game theory
payoff) must be accounted for [6]. The game payoff is established based on the final moves of the
players and is in the units of preference in outcome [6]. The biological payoff is based on how the play
of the game was processed in the brain, specifically in the prefrontal cortex, parietal lobe, and limbic
system (the areas of the brain active in lying scenarios). The activity in each brain location ranges from 50 to 0 with -50 being activity causing stress on player j’s body and 0 meaning the activity in this region
has no impact on player j’s physiological stress.
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Chapter 3
Model Specifications

Model Overview
The overall structure of the model mimics the Golden Ball TV game show: two players engage
in a Prisoner’s Dilemma game, but before they actually make their (simultaneous) moves, they first
signal to each other (C or D) [26]. Each player’s signal can be truthful (i.e. their true intended move), or
false. Within this overarching framework, numerous detailed variables are included to model the
psychological and neurological concepts discussed in the preceding section. Moreover, these variables
are updated during the signaling phase, paralleling Byrne and Kurland, to model the mental dynamics of
the player’s assessments of each other and possible changes in intent, culminating the player’s moves
[3]. The variables are defined below followed by the formulas for endogenous variables, and then there
are specifications of payoffs. The model specification includes two annotated examples to illustrate the
variable updates and payoffs that result from different initial conditions and concludes with an
abbreviated quick reference guide listing all variables.

Exogenous Variables
Gullibility (G)
Gullibility is the mean for the player’s overall sensitivity. 𝐺𝑗 = .5
Fear (F)
Fear was utilized as the determination threshold of the individual believing the other player was telling
the truth or not. Hence, F was held constant for all players. 𝐹𝑗 = .5
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Tells
𝑇𝑗 = 1 - 𝑆~𝑗
If player ~j is lying, then 𝑇𝑗 = .8 (player ~j is giving off a lot of tells).
If player ~j is telling the truth, then 𝑇𝑗 = .2 (player ~j is giving off minimal tells).

Endogenous Variables
The formulas for the endogenous variables require lengthier explanation then the exogenous
input variables. For clarity, the formulas are stated first, and they will be explained in the paragraphs that
follow.

Final Sensitivity(S)
Equation 1: Player j's final sensitivity
2
2
𝑆𝑓𝑗 = (𝑆~𝑗
+ (1 − 𝑆~𝑗
)( .5 + .5(𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ~𝑗 ))) ∗ (𝑆𝑗 )

Final Confirmation Bias (CB)
Equation 2: Player j's final confirmation bias

𝐶𝐵𝑓𝑗 = .5 + .5(𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ𝑗 )(𝐶𝐵𝑗 )
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ𝑗 =1 if player j is telling the truth
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ𝑗 =-1 if player j is lying
Final Conflict of Interest (COI)
Equation 3: Player j's final conflict of interest

𝐶𝑂𝐼𝑓𝑗 = .5 + .5(𝐶𝑂𝐼𝑗 )(𝑆𝑖𝑔~𝑗 )
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If 𝑆𝑖𝑔~𝑗 = 𝐶 then set 𝑆𝑖𝑔~𝑗 = 1
If 𝑆𝑖𝑔~𝑗 = 𝐷 then set 𝑆𝑖𝑔~𝑗 = −1
If 𝑆𝑖𝑔~𝑗 = 𝐶 and 𝐼𝑗 = 𝐷 then 𝐶𝑂𝐼𝑗 = .9 (player j has high hopes of temptation payoff).
If 𝑆𝑖𝑔~𝑗 = 𝐶 and 𝐼𝑗 = 𝐶 then 𝐶𝑂𝐼𝑗 = .6 (player j has some hope of temptation payoff).
If 𝑆𝑖𝑔~𝑗 = 𝐷 regardless of 𝐼𝑗 , 𝐶𝑂𝐼𝑗 = .2 (player j has little hope of temptation payoff).
Final Sensitivity Equation (1)
Final Sensitivity (Sf) was calculated using Equation 1, which is the weighted average (i.e.
convex combination) of total belief estimate (= 1 for full credibility) and tells estimate (starts at .5, since
50% chance player ~j is telling the truth). The player’s response to tells’ weight on total belief is cool
factor = 1 (so sensitivity very close to one will persuade them to believe the truth.

"𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑗 " =𝑆𝑗2 (high sensitivity correlates with a very cool character)
𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦~𝑗 = degree to which player j believes player ~j
𝑡𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠~𝑗 = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ~𝑗 ∗ 𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠~𝑗
𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠~𝑗 = 1 − 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦~𝑗
𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑗 𝑡𝑜 𝑇~𝑗 = 𝑇~𝑗 ∗ 𝑆𝑗 = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑡ℎ~𝑗 ∗ 𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠~𝑗 ∗ 𝑆𝑗

Final CB Equation (2)
Equation 2 was developed based on the second part of the convex combination of Equation 1.
Starting with the gullibility value of .5, the confirmation bias was added. The truth of player j was
multiplied by their confirmation bias then by .5, so that the values range from 0 to 1. Since 1 is the
numerical representation of truth and -1 is the value of lying, the starting value of .5 can either increase
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or decrease. These factors were the only ones included since an individual’s bias is solely based on their
actions.

Final COI Equation (3)
The same format for Equation 2 was used for Equation 3. However, the factors multiplied by .5
were switched to be player j’s COI and the signal of opponent ~j. The signal of player ~j is 1 when the
signal is C and -1 when the signal is D. This allows for the fluctuation of the final value being between 0
and 1.
𝑆𝑖𝑔~𝑗 = 𝐶 = 1 if player ~j signals C
𝑆𝑖𝑔~𝑗 = 𝐶 = −1 if player ~j signals D (hence negating from the base .5 making player j more likely to
believe player ~j is lying and will actually cooperate)

Signals and Cognition
Initial Desire
The initial desire is held constant as being the reward payoff (R) for each scenario.
Initial Intent
The initial intent varies between C and D for each individual, which was assigned per scenario based on
the various combinations of belief, intent, and signal for each player.
Initial Belief
The initial belief (𝐵𝑖𝑗 ) of the player is dictated by projection of that player’s initial intent (𝐼𝑗 ). 𝐵𝑖𝑗 = 𝐼𝑗
Signals
Each player signals (Sig) C or D depending on their initial intent and truthfulness.
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If truthful: 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑗 = 𝐼𝑗
If deceitful: 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑗 ≠ 𝐼𝑗
(For 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑗 = 𝐶 𝑜𝑟 𝐷 and 𝐼𝑗 = 𝐶 𝑜𝑟 𝐷)
Lie Detection
Fear was compared to the average value for player j.
𝑎𝑣𝑔𝑗 =

𝑆𝑓𝑗 +𝐶𝐵𝑓𝑗 +𝐶𝑂𝐼𝑓𝑗
3

The credibility assessment (CA), which is if player j believes player ~j is telling the truth (TR) or lying
(L), was determined based on the following criteria.
Equation 4: Player j's credibility assessment

𝐶𝐴𝑗 (𝐼𝑗 , ℎ𝑗 , 𝐼~𝑗 , ℎ~𝑗 )
If 𝑎𝑣𝑔𝑗 ≥ 𝐹𝑗 then 𝐶𝐴𝑗 = 𝑇𝑅
If 𝑎𝑣𝑔𝑗 < 𝐹𝑗 then 𝐶𝐴𝑗 = 𝐿
Updated Beliefs
The final belief (Bf) for each player is determined based on CA.
If 𝐶𝐴𝑗 = 𝑇𝑅 then 𝐵𝑓𝑗 = 𝐵𝑖𝑗
If 𝐶𝐴𝑗 = 𝐿 then 𝐵𝑓𝑗 ≠ 𝐵𝑖𝑗
Updated Intent (moves)
Updated intent becomes the actual move of each individual, so the variable represents both and is
determined based on Bf.
𝐵𝑓𝑗 = 𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑗
Payoffs
𝜋 = 𝑔𝑎𝑚𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑜𝑓𝑓
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𝑏𝑖𝑜 𝜋 = 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑎𝑦𝑜𝑓𝑓 = 𝑃𝐹 + 𝐿𝑆 + 𝑃𝐴
(PF = payoff associated with the prefrontal cortex, LS = payoff associated with the limbic system, PA =
payoff associated with the parietal lobe)
𝑛𝑒𝑡 𝜋 = 𝜋 + 𝑏𝑖𝑜 𝜋
Explanation of Data for Scenario 2
The data for scenarios 2-17 is displayed in the tables in the following section, but this is an
example of how the data can be interpreted for each scenario. Starting with initial belief and ending with
net payoff, the following is an explanation of all the different variables for player 1 (P1) and player 2
(P2) in scenario 2. Describing P1 first, they believe that P2 is going to cooperate (C) along with
signaling C to P2. They are telling the truth because they intend to cooperate. Their COI is .6 since they
plan to C, but P2 signals C, so there is a slight hope of getting the temptation payoff. CB is fixed at .8
meaning that they have a strong confirmation bias that P2 is going to be acting in a similar manner to
them. P1’s tells are low (.2) since P2 is telling the truth and not sending off many tells. Since they are
also telling the truth, their sensitivity is high at .8. Gullibility and Fear are both held constant at .5
meaning P1 is in the middle of being gullible versus suspicious as well as having an average fear of
getting the sucker’s payoff. Equation 1 was utilized to determine the final S of P1 to be .6, the final CB
to be .9 and the final COI to be .8. These three values were then averaged to get .8, which was compared
to F (.5) to determine if P1 thinks P2 is telling the truth/lying (P1’s credibility assessment/CA). Since
avg1 > F, P1 thinks P2 is telling the truth, which is a correct (R) assessment (A). Thus, P1 believes P2 is
going to play C, so P1 plays C. Due to having a COI of .6, the prefrontal lobe payoff (PF) of P1 is -30,
since it is putting stress that is a little above average on P1’s body. The stress placed coming from the
limbic system (LS) is 0 since P1 is being truthful. Since tells are low, the sensory information entering
the parietal lobe (PA) is low yielding a -10 payoff. These three payoffs were added to get the total
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biological payoff of -40. The game payoff for P1 is 100 since the final play of moves was C, C meaning
both players split the reward. The net payoff for this individual (the game plus the biological payoff) is
60, but this net value is only accumulated if the game and biological payoffs are in the same units.
For this scenario, P1 and P2 have all the same parametric values due to the fact that they
both had the same initial belief, initial intent, and signal. Thus, walking through this scenario for P2 is
the same as P1 described above.
Explanation of Data for Scenario 3
This scenario describes the Golden Ball example given earlier of an occasion when a player
would lie about cooperating [26]. Similar to the description for scenario 2, the following is an
explanation of all the different variables for player 1 (P1) and player 2 (P2) in scenario 3. Describing P1
first, they believe that P2 is going to cooperate (C). They signal D to P2, lying, because they intend to
cooperate. Their COI is .6 since they plan to C, but P2 signals C, so there is a slight hope of getting the
temptation payoff. CB is fixed at .8 meaning that they have a strong confirmation bias that P2 is going to
be acting in a similar manner to them. P1’s tells are low (.2) since P2 is telling the truth and not sending
off many tells. Since they are lying, their sensitivity is low at .2. Gullibility and Fear are both held
constant at .5 meaning P1 is in the middle of being gullible versus suspicious as well as having an
average fear of getting the sucker’s payoff. Equation 1 was utilized to determine the final S of P1 to be
.6, the final CB to be .1 and the final COI to be .8. These three values were then averaged to get .5,
which was compared to F (.5) to determine if P1 thinks P2 is telling the truth/lying (P1’s credibility
assessment/CA). Since avg1 = F, P1 thinks P2 is telling the truth, which is a correct (R) assessment (A).
Thus, P1 believes P2 is going to play C, so P1 plays C. Due to having a COI of .6, the prefrontal lobe
payoff (PF) of P1 is -30, since it is putting stress that is a little above average on P1’s body. The stress
placed coming from the limbic system (LS) is -50 since P1 is being deceitful. Since tells are low, the
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sensory information entering the parietal lobe (PA) is low yielding a -10 payoff. These three payoffs
were added to get the total biological payoff of -90. The game payoff for P1 is 100 since the final play of
moves was C, C meaning both players split the reward. The net payoff for this individual (the game plus
the biological payoff) is 10, but this net value is only accumulated if the game and biological payoffs are
in the same units.
Now describing P2, they believe that P1 is going to cooperate (C) along with signaling C
to P2. They are telling the truth because they intend to cooperate. Their COI is .2 since P2 signals D, so
there is almost no hope of getting the temptation payoff. CB is fixed at .8 meaning that they have a
strong confirmation bias that P2 is going to be acting in a similar manner to them. P2’s tells are high (.8)
since P1 is lying and giving off many tells. Since P2 are telling the truth, their sensitivity is high at .8.
Gullibility and Fear are both held constant at .5 meaning P1 is in the middle of being gullible versus
suspicious as well as having an average fear of getting the sucker’s payoff. Equation 1 was utilized to
determine the final S of P1 to be 0, the final CB to be .9 and the final COI to be .4. These three values
were then averaged to get .4, which was compared to F (.5) to determine if P2 thinks P1 is telling the
truth/lying (P2’s credibility assessment/CA). Since avg1 < F, P1 thinks P2 is telling lying, which is a
correct (R) assessment (A). Thus, P2 believes P1 is going to play C, so P1 plays C. Due to having a COI
of .2, the prefrontal lobe payoff (PF) of P1 is -10, since it is putting stress that is a little above average
on P2’s body. The stress placed coming from the limbic system (LS) is 0 since P2 is being truthful.
Since tells are high, the sensory information entering the parietal lobe (PA) is high yielding a -40 payoff.
These three payoffs were added to get the total biological payoff of -50. The game payoff for P2 is 100
since the final play of moves was C, C meaning both players split the reward. The net payoff for this
individual (the game plus the biological payoff) is 50, but this net value is only accumulated if the game
and biological payoffs are in the same units.
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For ease of reference, the key below was developed containing the variables described above.

Symbol Quick Reference Key
Bi/f # = initial/final belief of player # (forecast of player ~j's move)
Sig # = signal of player #
I # = intent of player #
COI/COIf # = initial/final conflict of interest of player #
CB/CBf # = initial/final conflict of interest of player #
S/Sf # = initial/final sensitivity of player #
T # = tells of player #
G # = gullibility of player #
F # = fear of player #
Avg = average of S1f, CB1f and COI1f =
CA # = credibility assessment of player #
A # = assessment validity of player #
MOVE # = move of player #
L = lie
TR = truth
R = right
W = wrong

𝑆𝑓+𝐶𝐵𝑓+𝐶𝑂𝐼𝑓
3
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C = cooperate
D = defect
π # = game payoff of player #
bio π = collateral biological payoff of player # = PF+LS+PA
net π # = sum of game and biological payoffs for player # = 𝜋 + 𝑏𝑖𝑜 𝜋
PF = payoff associated with the prefrontal cortex
LS = payoff associated with the limbic system
PA = payoff associated with the parietal lobe

Chapter 4
Model Analysis and Results
After taking desire out of the equation, all possible combinations of belief, intent, and signal
were found. There are 4 various combinations per player, making a total of 16 variations taking both
players into consideration. The initial and final beliefs of each player must be investigated due to the
various parameters that factor into Equation 4 that impact each individual’s final beliefs, thus
correspondingly each player’s move. The parameters feeding into the credibility assessment equation are
conflict of interest (COI), confirmation bias (CB), tells (T), sensitivity (S), fear (F), and gullibility (G).
These parameters will be analyzed on a 0-1 scale indicating the strength of the parameter, which can be
endogenous or exogenous depending on the effect of player actions on parameter values. The
endogenous variables considered are desire, initial intent, initial belief, G, T and F. The exogenous
variables are the variables computed, which are final S, COI, and CB. As described in the previously,
these psychological parameters compiled enumerate the individual’s brain activity.
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The model was constructed based on data gathered from a compilation of sources. The goal of
the model is to display numerically the probabilities and likelihood that each player will have a correct
detection of the other playing telling the truth/lying (analyzed by Equation 4). Once the truth/defection is
detected, this information along with the biological significance of lying will be utilized to determine if
lying is beneficial for each scenario.
Equation 4 describes the credibility of assessment of player not j (~j) by player j. The
components of the equation are the intention (I) and honesty (h) of player j and ~j. The intention
corresponding to player j is their intended move. For example, in the Prisoner’s Dilemma, their intended
move could be either to cooperate (C) or defect (D). Player j’s honesty corresponds to whether or not
player j is lying or telling the truth. This is whether the intention of player j matches the signal they send
to player ~j. The parameters affecting these factors of the equation were determined by deciphering how
the brain senses and processes opponents lying. Equation 4 will be analyzed for both players in the game
to determine their credibility assessment (whether or not they think their opponent is lying or telling the
truth).
A few of the variables were held constant since they would be altered based on the individual’s
personality. The model can be tested using different values held constant as well, yielding similar
results. For this numerical example, CB was held constant at .8 being that the individuals have strong
biases where they are looking to confirm that their beliefs of the opponent are true. G was held constant
at .5 being the player has an average level of gullibility compared to suspicion. F was also held at .5
meaning that they obtain an average level of fear that the opponent is going to play defect and leave
them to have the sucker’s payoff. For each scenario described below, Table 3 was utilized for P1 and
Table 4 for P2.
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Factors of Player 1 and 2

Table 3: Data for Player 1

1 B1i
2C
3C
4C
5C
6D
7D
8D
9D
10 C
11 C
12 C
13 C
14 D
15 D
16 D
17 D

Sig1 Truth 1
C
TRUE
D
FALSE
C
TRUE
D
FALSE
C
FALSE
D
TRUE
C
FALSE
D
TRUE
C
TRUE
D
FALSE
C
TRUE
D
FALSE
C
FALSE
D
TRUE
C
FALSE
D
TRUE

I1 COI1 CB1 T1 S1 G1 F1 S1f CB1f COI1f avg1 CA1 A1
C
0.6 0.8 0.2 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.9 0.8 0.8 TR R
C
0.6 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.1 0.8 0.5 TR R
C
0.2 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.5 0 0.9 0.4 0.4 L R
C
0.2 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.5 0.5 0 0.1 0.4 0.2 L R
D
0.9 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.1 0.95 0.6 TR R
D
0.9 0.8 0.2 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.9 0.95 0.8 TR R
D
0.2 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.5 0.5 0 0.1 0.4 0.2 L R
D
0.2 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.5 0 0.9 0.4 0.4 L R
C
0.6 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.5 0 0.9 0.8 0.6 TR W
C
0.6 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.5 0.5 0 0.1 0.8 0.3 L R
C
0.2 0.8 0.2 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.9 0.4 0.6 TR R
C
0.2 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.1 0.4 0.4 L R
D
0.9 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.5 0.5 0 0.1 0.95 0.4 L R
D
0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.5 0 0.9 0.95 0.6 TR W
D
0.2 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.1 0.4 0.4 L W
D
0.2 0.8 0.2 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.9 0.4 0.6 TR R

B1f
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
D
D
C
D
C
C
D

MOVE 1
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
D
D
C
D
C
C
D

Table 3 is half of the model, which contains player 1’s data. The numerical values for the 6
parameters were generated based on the specifications described in the above section. When calculating
the final COI, CB, and S values, G represented the initial starting value (which can be seen in equations
1, 2, and 3). Fear was compared to the average (avg) values, and if the avg value was greater than or
equal to the F value then the player believes the opponent is telling the truth, and if the value is below
this threshold value then the player believes the opponent is lying, which is represented in the CA
column. Depending on player j’s detection is whether or not they correctly assessed player ~j’s move
(represented as A). Based on if player j thought player ~j was telling the truth or not dictated the final
belief of player j and ultimately player j’s move.
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Table 4: Data for Player 2

1 B2i
2C
3C
4C
5C
6C
7C
8C
9C
10 D
11 D
12 D
13 D
14 D
15 D
16 D
17 D

Sig2 Truth 2
C
TRUE
C
TRUE
D
FALSE
D
FALSE
C
TRUE
C
TRUE
D
FALSE
D
FALSE
C
FALSE
C
FALSE
D
TRUE
D
TRUE
C
FALSE
C
FALSE
D
TRUE
D
TRUE

I2 COI2 CB2 T2 S2 G2 F2 S2f CB2f COI2f avg2 CA2 A2
C
0.6 0.8 0.2 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.9 0.8 0.8 TR R
C
0.2 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.5 0 0.9 0.4 0.4 L R
C
0.6 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.1 0.8 0.5 TR R
C
0.2 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.5 0.5 0 0.1 0.4 0.2 L R
C
0.6 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.5 0 0.9 0.8 0.6 TR W
C
0.2 0.8 0.2 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.9 0.4 0.6 TR R
C
0.6 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.5 0.5 0 0.1 0.8 0.3 L R
C
0.2 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.1 0.4 0.4 L W
D 0.9 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.1 0.95 0.6 TR R
D 0.2 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.5 0.5 0 0.1 0.4 0.2 L R
D 0.9 0.8 0.2 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.9 0.95 0.8 TR R
D 0.2 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.5 0 0.9 0.4 0.4 L R
D 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.5 0.5 0 0.1 0.95 0.4 L R
D 0.2 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.1 0.4 0.4 L W
D 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.5 0 0.9 0.95 0.6 TR W
D 0.2 0.8 0.2 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.9 0.4 0.6 TR R

B2f
C
C
C
C
C
D
D
C
C
C
C
C
D
C
C
D

MOVE 2
C
C
C
C
C
D
D
C
C
C
C
C
D
C
C
D

Table 6 mimics the structure of Table 5; however, the computations are all for player 2. The
columns here correspond to the columns of Table 5, for each scenario of play.
The three equations incorporated in Table 3 and 4 were constructed to feed into the calculation of
Equation 4, which calculates if the player correctly assesses the other player’s move. Correct assessment
is based on if the player has a correct final belief, which is determined based on taking the average of the
final sensitivity, confirmation bias, and conflict of interest of the player. The average of equation 1, 2,
and 3 is calculated to result in the assessment of player j. The average is

𝑆𝑓+𝐶𝐵𝑓+𝐶𝑂𝐼𝑓
3

assessment, player j chooses their move. Each scenario (2-17) will now be described.

. Based on the
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2. Player 1: P1 obtains the initial belief that P2 is going to cooperate. Signals to P2 that P1 is
going to cooperate and is telling the truth because P1’s intent is also to cooperate. P1 has an above
average COI of .6, since P2 signals C, so P1 is tempted to play D; however, not fully tempted since P1
intends to cooperate as well. T is held at .2 since the other player is telling the truth. S is .8 since P1 is
telling the truth and their parietal lobe’s activity is not dedicated to covering up that they are lying. The
final calculation of S is .6, CB is .9, and COI is .8 based on the calculations performed. The average of
these three came to be .8, which is higher than F of .5, so P1 detects that P2 is telling the truth. Since P2
is telling the truth this is an accurate assessment. Due to this, the final B is that P2 is going to cooperate,
so P1 plays C as well.
Player 2: For this scenario, P2 has all the same data as P1.
3. Player 1: P1 obtains the initial belief that P2 is going to cooperate. Signals to P2 that P1 is
going to defect and is lying because P1’s intent is to cooperate. P1 has an above average COI of .6, since
P2 signals C, so P1 is tempted to play D; however, not fully tempted since P1 intends to cooperate as
well. T is.2 since the other player is telling the truth. S is .2 since P1 is lying and their parietal lobe’s
activity is mainly focused on P2 not detecting their lie. The final calculation of S is .6, CB is .1, and COI
is .8 based on the calculations performed. The average of these three came to be .5, which is equal to F
of .5, so P1 detects that P2 is telling the truth. Since P2 is telling the truth this is an accurate assessment.
Due to this, the final B is that P2 is going to cooperate, so P1 plays C as well.
Player 2: P2 believes P1 is going to cooperate. P2 intends to cooperate and signals cooperate, so
they are telling the truth. P2 has a low COI of .2 since P1 signals D, so they do not have hopes of getting
the temptation payoff. T is .8 since P1 is lying and is giving off lots of tells that they are lying. S is .8
since P2 is telling the truth and has the ability to be observant. The final S is 0, CB is .9, and COI is .4.
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The average of these values is .4, so P2 determines P1 is lying, which is the right assessment. Thus, P2
has a final belief of C, so makes the move of C.
4. Due to symmetry with row 3, refer to row 3’s description; however, P1 and P2’s descriptions
are reversed.
5. Player 1: P1 suspects P2 is going to cooperate. Although P1 intends to play C, they signal D,
meaning that they are lying to P2. Their COI is .2 since P2 signals defect, so they have little hope of
getting the temptation payoff. T is .8 and S is .2 since both players are lying. S1f is 0, CBf is .1, and
COIf is .4 making the average of the three .2. Thus, P1 detects P2 is lying, which gives a right
assessment. B1f is C, so P1 also cooperates for their move.
Player 2: For this scenario, there is symmetry between P1 and P2, so the results of P2 are the
same as P1.
6. Player 1: Player 1 is intending to play D, but is lying, so signals C. Since his intent is D, he
projects that view onto his belief, believing P2 is intends to play D too. Since P2 signals C and P1
intends to play D, the temptation payoff is extremely tempting making COI .9. T and S are both .2 since
P2 is telling the truth and P1 is lying. S1f is .6, CB1f is .1 and COIf is .95 averaging to .6. This average
is greater than F, so P1 determines that P2 is telling the truth, which is an accurate assessment. Thus, P1
has the final belief that P2 is going to cooperate, so P1 also plays C.
Player 2: P2 is telling the truth that they are going to cooperate. Since they intend to cooperate,
they believe P1 is going to cooperate too. Their COI is .6 since P1 signals C, so there is some temptation
to play D and get the temptation payoff. T and S are both .8 since P1 is lying and P2 is telling the truth.
S1f is 0, CBf is .9 and COIf is .8, averaging to .6. Hence, P2 determines that P1 is telling the truth;
however, this is an incorrect assessment. In the end, P2 believes P1 is going to cooperate, so P2
cooperates.
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7. Player 1: P1 intends to defect, so they believe that P2 does too. P1 is telling the truth and
signals D. Since P2 signals C and P2 intends to play D, the temptation payoff is extremely tempting
making COI .9. T is .2 and S is .8 since P1 and P2 are both telling the truth. S1f is .6, CB1f is .9 and
COIf is .95, which average to .8 meaning that P1 detects that P2 is being truthful, which is a correct
assessment. P1 finalizes their belief as C, so moves C.
Player 2: P2 is telling the truth about cooperating. They believe P1 is also going to cooperate.
Their COI is .2 since P1 signals D, so their hopes of the temptation payoff are low. T is .2 and S is .8
since both players are telling the truth. Post calculations, Sf is .6, CBf is .9 and COIf is .4. These values
average to .6 leading P2 to believe P1 is telling the truth, which is right. Thus, P2 believes P1 is going to
defect, so P2 defects as well.
8. Player 1: Intending to defect, P1 signals C, lying to P2. COI is .2 since P2 signals D as well. T
is .8 and S is .2 since both players are lying. After inserting the respective values into Equation 2, 3 and
4, Sf is 0, CBf is .1 ad COIf is .4. These average to be .2, leading P1 to believe P2 is lying about
defecting. Due to this, P1 believes P2 is going to cooperate, so P1 also cooperates. P1’s assessment of
P2 was correct.
Player 2: P2 is also lying, but intends to play C and signals D, unlike P1. P2 believes P1 is going
to play C. Since P1 signals D, P2 has a COI of .2. T and S are .8 and .2, respectively. Sf is 0, CBf is .1
and COIf is .8, averaging to .3 leading P2 to think P1 is lying, which is false. P2 believes P1 is going to
play C, so P2 plays C as well.
9. This scenario is symmetric to scenario 7. All of the data is the same, but just switch P1 of
scenario 7 to be P2.
10. Scenario 6 is the reverse of this scenario, so refer to scenario 6; however, switch P1 and P2.
11. Scenario 8 is the reverse of this scenario, so refer to scenario 6; however, switch P1 and P2.
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12. Scenario 7 is the reverse of this scenario, so refer to scenario 6; however, switch P1 and P2.
13. Scenario 9 is the reverse of this scenario, so refer to scenario 6; however, switch P1 and P2.
14. Player 1: Player 1 is intending to play D, but is lying, so signals C. Since his intent is D, he
projects that view onto his belief, believing P2 is intends to play D too. Since P2 signals C and P1
intends to play D, the temptation payoff is extremely tempting making COI .9. T is .8 and S is.2 since P1
is lying and P2 is telling the truth. S1f is 0, CB1f is .1 and COIf is .95 averaging to .4. The average is
less than F, so P1 determines that P2 is telling lying, which is an accurate assessment. Thus, P1 has the
final belief that P2 is going to defect, so P1 also plays D.
Player 2: P2 has all of the same values as P1 for this scenario.
15. Player 1: P1 intends to defect, so they believe that P2 does too. P1 is telling the truth and
signals D. Since P2 signals C and P2 intends to play D, the temptation payoff is extremely tempting
making COI .9. T and S are both .8 since P2 is lying and P1 is telling the truth. S1f is 0, CB1f is .9 and
COIf is .95, which average to .6 meaning that P1 decides that P2 is being truthful, which is a incorrect
assessment. P1 finalizes their belief as C, so moves C.
Player 2: Player 2 is intending to play D, but is lying, so signals C. Since his intent is D, he
projects that view onto his belief, believing P2 is intends to play D too. Since P2 signals D and P1
intends to play D, the temptation payoff seems out of reach, so COI .2. T and S are .2 since P1 is telling
the truth and P2 is lying. S1f is .6, CB1f is .1 and COIf is .4 averaging to .4. This value is less than F, so
P2 determines that P1 is telling lying, which is an inaccurate assessment. Thus, P2 has the final belief
that P1 is going to cooperate, so P2 also plays C.
16. This scenario is symmetric to scenario 15. All of the data is the same, but just switch P1 of
scenario 15 to be P2.
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17. Player 1: P1 is telling the truth about defecting, so they also believe that P2 is going to defect.
COI is .2 since P2 also signals d. T is .2 since P2 is telling the truth and S is .8 since P1 is telling the
truth. S1f is .6, CBf is .9, COIf is .4, so the average of the three is .6. Being greater than the fear value,
P1 determines P2 is telling the truth, which is correct. In the end, P1 believes P2 is going to play D, so
they play D as well.
Player 2: For this scenario, there is symmetry between P1 and P2, so the results of P2 are the
same as P1.

Table 5: Payoff Matrix Corresponding to the Model

Player 1

Player 2
Cooperate

Defect

Cooperate

100, 100

-50, 200

Defect

200, -50

0, 0

Table 5 is the payoff matrix associated with this model and the set payoff values.
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Table 6: Players’ Truth, Final Moves and Designated Game Payoffs
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Truth 1
TRUE
FALSE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE
FALSE
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE
FALSE
TRUE

Truth 2
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
TRUE
TRUE

MOVE
1
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
D
D
C
D
C
C
D

MOVE
2
C
C
C
C
C
D
D
C
C
C
C
C
D
C
C
D

π1
100
100
100
100
100
-50
-50
100
100
200
200
100
0
100
100
0

π2
100
100
100
100
100
200
200
100
100
-50
-50
100
0
100
100
0

This table incorporates the players’ truthfulness, their moves (which were determined based on
the calculations in Tables 3 ad 4) and the payoffs corresponding to the final combination of moves. The
payoff values were randomly generated based off the typical Prisoner’s Dilemma payoff matrix.
Table 6 shows the final moves of each player and the various payoff values are dictated by the
combination of moves. When both players cooperate, they split the reward of the arbitrarily chosen
value of 200 and both have a net positive game payoff of 100. The first five scenarios, as well as
scenario 9, 10, 13, 15, and 16 yield these payoffs. When one player cooperates, and the other player
defects the player that cooperates receives the sucker payoff of -50. The player that defects wins the
temptation payoff of 200. The final combination of moves is both players playing D. When they both
play D, they each get a payoff of 0. These values are also displayed in Table 5, where player 1’s payoff
is listed first in the corresponding matrix coordinate. Player one is the row player and player two is the
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column player. For example, the top right quadrant of the payoff matrix can be read as P1 cooperates
getting the payoff of -50 and P2 defects receiving the payoff of 200.

Table 7: Payoff Values

1 PF 1 LS 1 PA 1 bio π1 π1 net π1 PF 2 LS 2 PA 2 bio π2 π2 net π2
2 -30 0 -10
-40 100
60 -30 0 -10
-40 100
60
3 -30 -50 -10
-90 100
10 -10 0 -50
-60 100
40
4 -10 0 -50
-60 100
40 -30 -50 -10
-90 100
10
5 -10 -50 -50 -110 100
-10 -10 -50 -50 -110 100
-10
6 -50 -50 -10 -110 100
-10 -30 0 -50
-80 100
20
7 -50 0 -10
-60 -50 -110 -10 0 -10
-20 200 180
8 -10 -50 -50 -110 -50 -160 -30 -50 -50 -130 200
70
9 -10 0 -50
-60 100
40 -10 -50 -10
-70 100
30
10 -30 0 -50
-80 100
20 -50 -50 -10 -110 100
-10
11 -30 -50 -50 -130 200
70 -10 -50 -50 -110 -50 -160
12 -10 0 -10
-20 200
180 -50 0 -10
-60 -50 -110
13 -10 -50 -10
-70 100
30 -10 0 -50
-60 100
40
14 -50 -50 -50 -150
0 -150 -50 -50 -50 -150
0 -150
15 -50 0 -50 -100 100
0 -10 -50 -10
-70 100
30
16 -10 -50 -10
-70 100
30 -50 0 -50 -100 100
0
17 -10 0 -10
-20
0
-20 -10 0 -10
-20
0
-20

Due to symmetry, for analysis consider only the cases for player 1. The scenarios where individuals are
lying are marked in red.
When lying, there is stress put on the body from the limbic system since the player has pressure
from lying causing them to be stressed that the other player is going to detect their lie (-50 payoff for
LS). When being truthful, there is no stress placed on the individual (0 payoff for LS). Regardless of
truthfulness/deceitfulness, the prefrontal cortex and parietal lobe can contribute to the individual’s stress.
The prefrontal cortex’s activity is based on F, G, CB, and COI; however, since all of these values are
held constant except COI, we will focus on COI. The level of stress contribution to the body is
determined based on the weight of COI. A COI of .2 corresponds to a -10 payoff, .6 corresponds to a -30
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payoff, and the most stress (-45 payoff) is associated with a COI of .9. The activity of the parietal lobe is
based on tells. The parietal lobe is most active when tells are high (.8) since it is processing a lot of
sensory information placing stress on the individual for an accurate perception of these tells (-40 payoff
for PA).
Figure 2: Game Payoff vs. Biological Payoff for Player 1 with Player 2’s Initial Intent=C and Being
Truthful

Game vs. Biological Payoffs for Player 1 with
Player 2's Initial Intent=C and Being Truthful
0
-60

-40

-20

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

-20
C,T

bio π

-40
D,T

-60
-80
D,L
-100
-120

C, L

π

Figure 2 displays the game payoffs (π/ the x-axis variable) in comparison with the biological
payoffs (bio π/ the y-axis variable) for player 1 when player 2 has the initial intent of cooperating (C)
and is telling the truth. The points are labeled as player 1’s initial intent (C/D) and whether they are
telling the truth or lying (T/L). The Pareto boundary (the simultaneous optimization to try to maximize
both payoffs) is a maximum in Figure 2, obtained at the point representing the scenario where player 1
has the initial intent of cooperating and is telling the truth.
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Figure 3: Game Payoff vs. Biological Payoff for Player 1 with Player 2’s Initial Intent=C and Lying

Game vs. Biological Payoffs for Player 1 with
Player 2's Initial Intent=C and Lying
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Figure 3 displays the game payoffs (π/ the x-axis variable) in comparison with the biological
payoffs (bio π/ the y-axis variable) for player 1 when player 2 has the initial intent of cooperating (C)
and is lying. The points are labeled as player 1’s initial intent (C/D) and whether they are telling the
truth or lying (T/L). The Pareto boundary (the simultaneous optimization to try to maximize both
payoffs)) in Figure 3 is the point representing the scenarios where player 1 has the initial intent of
cooperating or defecting and is telling the truth.
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Figure 4: Game Payoff vs. Biological Payoff for Player 1 with Player 2’s Initial Intent=D and Being
Truthful

Game vs. Biological Payoffs for Player 1 with
Player 2’s Initial Intent=D and Being Truthful
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Figure 4 displays the game payoffs (π/ the x-axis variable) in comparison with the biological
payoffs (bio π/ the y-axis variable) for player 1 when player 2 has the initial intent of defecting (D) and
is telling the truth. The points are labeled as player 1’s initial intent (C/D) and whether they are telling
the truth or lying (T/L). The Pareto boundary (the simultaneous optimization to try to maximize both
payoffs)) in Figure 4 is the point representing the scenario where player 1 has the initial intent of
cooperating and is telling the truth (the same as seen in Figure 2).
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Figure 5: Game Payoff vs. Biological Payoff for Player 1 with Player 2’s Initial Intent=D and Lying
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Figure 5 displays the game payoffs (π/ the x-axis variable) in comparison with the biological
payoffs (bio π/ the y-axis variable) for player 1 when player 2 has the initial intent of defecting (D) and
is lying. The points are labeled as player 1’s initial intent (C/D) and whether they are telling the truth or
lying (T/L). The Pareto boundary (the simultaneous optimization to try to maximize both payoffs) in
Figure 5 is the line connecting the points that represent the scenarios where player 1 has the initial intent
of cooperating and is either telling the truth or lying (the blue line). This line represents the trade-off of
maximizing one payoff, but lowering the other, so the trade-off of only being able to maximize one
payoff in this scenario is shown.

Figures 2-5 display the trade-off spaces for the game and biological payoffs for each scenario
displayed in Tables 3 and 4. To see clearly the best strategy for player 1 depending on player 2’s
strategy, the scenarios were plotted based on player 2’s initial conditions of intent and truthfulness. For
maximizing the trade-off space between the game and biological payoffs, both are plotted for each
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scenario to determine the Pareto boundary (the boundary where past this there is no way to optimize
both payoffs involved). This strategy was utilized because the game and biological payoffs may not be
in the same units leading to the trade-off space mentioned.

Chapter 5
Discussion
The model ended up being a truth detector as well as a median to determine if lying is beneficial
in certain scenarios. Answering the overarching question of this research, the final payoffs of each
player in the various scenarios along with the neurological activity for each scenario must be considered
to compile the full biological effect on player j. The payoffs used here are for demonstration purposes
only to establish a structure that can be validated with more experimentation.
Starting with the game payoff values each player gets, Table 6 displays that the majority of the
time (10/16 times) an individual lies, they receive a payoff of 100. Two out of the sixteen occurrences
where a player lies, they receive the maximum payoff of 200. Two instances out of the sixteen times
individuals lie in the model they end up with a payoff of zero. 2/16 of the lying scenarios, player j
receives a negative payoff of -50. Therefore, 87.5% of the time an individual lied they received a net
positive payoff. The same ratios are seen for the truthful players as well, so 87.5% of the time player j
tells the truth they receive a positive payoff.
When lying, player j is fundamentally disconnecting them self from reality, which can be a
benefit in the form of false optimism, but it can also be a liability reducing their sensitivity to player ~j.
A confidence factor could be a benefit or not depending on if it gives players the faith to believe in
themselves. This factors into the final payoff of player j through sensitivity.
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The ability to alter intent into the final move is based on whether player j thinks player ~j is
lying. For example, if player j lies then they are disconnected from reality and do not detect that player
~j is also lying about cooperating, so player j does not change their final move and cooperates, but
player ~j defects leaving player j with the sucker payoff. In this scenario, it is not worth it to lie because
player j gets harmed in the end.
Lying when signaling D and intending to play C could be argued nonsensical; however, it can
end up being beneficial as seen in scenario 3 for player 1 (in Table 3). It was also displayed in the
Golden Ball gameshow where player j signaled D but intended to play C and the other player either
detected this lie, or just accepted that in order to have a chance of receiving any of the prize they would
have to play C [26]. Player j lying clouded their ability of a correct assessment which could have ended
up being a tangible negative. Player ~j would have had a better payoff if they successfully ripped the
other player off and lied about it; however, in a repeated game this hurts player ~j because player j will
no longer trust ~j in the beginning and is more likely to defect against ~j.
Understanding the psychological functioning of lying is crucial for determining the biological
stress placed on player j’s body. The adjoining of activity, whether it be a positive or negative
contribution to the immune function, will be defined as the biological payoff. Summing the biological
payoff with the game payoff (when they are in the same units, such as evolutionary fitness) for player j
will instill the net payoff of player j. The net payoff will deduce whether lying was truly beneficial to
player j when the biological and game payoffs are in the same units.
With this model exemplifying the first time an individual lies, the stress player j goes through
when they lie is the highest they will ever experience. As mentioned in the introduction, stress takes a
toll on the body in a variety of ways, but the primary way we will focus on is depletion of the immune
function. This depletion impacts every physiological system by putting the body at risk of being attacked
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by a foreign antigen along with making these systems less functional causing premature ageing. Shame
and guilt from lying depress the immune function and an individual’s overall health. Repressing the
truth from the conscious mind also lowers the immune function and brain activity since repression takes
a lot of energy, so even if one is not shameful about lying, they still are depressing their immune
function by lying. The mere suppression of information also decreases immune system ability.
Pertaining to people having a strong confirmation bias, they suppress information that does not support
their bias so that their bias is strengthened even without adding supporting evidence. Shown in Tables 3
and 4, a strong confirmation bias of .8 was held constant contributing a negative payoff value due to its
harmful health effects.
Along with CB contributing to activity in the prefrontal cortex, F, G, and COI also are active in
this lobe. Since F and G were held constant at .5, they yield an average activity in this lobe. With CB
and COI being the main factors dictating the overall level of activity in this lobe, COI only adds onto the
increased activity from CB. COI varying from .2, .6, and .9, individuals who lied and obtained a COI of
.9 have the highest level of activity possible in this lobe. On the other hand, activity is not necessarily a
hindrance. If COI is high and the player does not end up getting a positive payoff, then it is a hindrance
because they got their hopes up of getting the temptation payoff. Observing the results from Table 3, P1
from scenario 6 and 14 had the highest COI possible and were lying, but only P1 from 6 received a
payoff of 100, while P1 from 14 received a payoff of 0. This is similarly seen in Table 4 with P2 for
scenarios 10 and 14. The only players who ended up winning the temptation payoff of 200 were P1 for
scenarios 11 and 12, and P2 for scenarios 7 and 8. For scenario 11/8, P1/P2 was lying about cooperating
and had a moderate COI of .6. For scenario 12/7, P1/P2 was telling the truth about cooperating and had a
low COI of .2. Hence, a high COI never yields the temptation payoff (with the parametric values set in
Tables 3 and 4), so the higher the COI the more detracting to the player’s biological impact.
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The limbic system is the main portion of the brain that controls stress. A player’s sensitivity, fear
and gullibility all factor into the activity of the limbic system. With F and G being held constant, we will
focus on S. For S to be low is more detrimental to the limbic system since having a depressed ability to
sense player ~j’s lie along with player j trying to cover up their own lie is stressful. All instances of
lying, player j has a S of .2. Thus, every time a lie occurs the payoff for the limbic system is negative.
Corresponding to sensitivity is tells. T deals with activity in the parietal lobe since player j is
observing the actions and tells of player ~j. Whether they are detected or not are based on sensitivity.
Therefore, S multiplied by T determines the level of brain function in this lobe. Low sensitivity and high
tells generates a negative implication on the payoff for the parietal lobe. Even though vice versa high
sensitivity and low tells promotes the same product, this does not cause stress on the body. From Table
3, when lying, P1 has a S of .2 and T of .8 for scenarios 5, 8, 11, and 14. From Table 4, lying P2 has a S
of .2 and T of .8 in scenarios 5, 8, 11 and 14 as well.
The scenarios where player j lies in Table 7 are displayed in red. The activity in each brain
location ranges from -50 to 0 with -50 being activity causing the highest possible stress on player j’s
body and 0 meaning the activity in this region has no impact on player j’s physiological status.
As shown in Table 7, 4/8 times an individual lies they receive a net negative payoff of -10, -100
or -160, 4/8 times they receive a net positive payoff of 10, 20 or 30. This means approximately 50% of
the time an individual lies it is beneficial to them. The 50% of scenarios with a net negative payoff, the
net negative payoff is more significant of an impact than the net positive payoff. To calculate expected
value (the weighted average) for a data set, one must take each value and weight it by the probability of
occurrence = 1/total case number where p1 lies and add them all up, which gives a weighted average
that is the expected benefit of lying. When the same units are considered (for example, the game and
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biological payoffs both being in the units of evolutionary fitness), the expected value (E[x]) for
scenarios when the individual lies is the following:
1

1

1

1

1

1

𝐸(𝑥) = 8 ∗ 10 + 8 ∗ (−5) + 8 ∗ (−150) + 8 ∗ 80 + 4 ∗ 30 + 8 ∗ (−135) = −17.5.
On the contrary, only 1/8 of the scenarios where the individual tells the truth do, they receive a
net negative payoff. This scenario for P1 is scenario 8 where the individual receives the sucker’s payoff.
The expected value for scenarios when the individual tells the truth is the following:
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

𝐸(𝑥) = 8 ∗ 60 + 4 ∗ 50 + 8 ∗ (−105) + 8 ∗ 30 + 8 ∗ 180 + 8 ∗ 15 + 8 ∗ (−20) = 32.5.
Thus, when considering game and biological payoffs in the same units, on average, it is not beneficial to
lie.
When the game and biological payoffs are in different units (such as the game payoff being a
physical reward versus the biological payoff being immune deficiency), the separate expected values for
the game and biological payoffs of individuals lying versus telling the truth were also considered. For
individuals lying, the expected value of the game payoff is as follows.
5

1

1

𝐸(𝑥) = 8 ∗ 100 + 8 ∗ (−50) + 8 ∗ 200 = 81.25. The expected value for the biological payoff for
individuals lying is:
1

1

1

1

1

1

𝐸(𝑥) = 8 ∗ (−90) + 4 ∗ (−100) + 8 ∗ (−105) + 8 ∗ (−120) + 4 ∗ (−70) + 8 ∗ (−135) = −98.75.
Consequently, in this case, the mean game payoff is a net positive value of 81.25, but the biological
positive is a net negative value of -98.75. Furthermore, the biological payoff on average is has a greater
negative effect on the player than the average positive game payoff the individual can receive.
Splitting the payoff values into the varying unit categories, for an individual telling the truth the
expected value for the game payoff is the same as for an individual who lies.
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5

1

1

𝐸(𝑥) = 8 ∗ 100 + 8 ∗ (−50) + 8 ∗ 200 = 81.25. However, the expected value of the biological payoff
for the truthful individual is much lower than for the deceitful average.
1

1

1

1

1

1

𝐸(𝑥) = 8 ∗ (−40) + 4 ∗ (−50) + 8 ∗ (−55) + 8 ∗ (−70) + 4 ∗ (−20) + 8 ∗ (−85) = −48.75.
Hence, the mean negative biological payoff does not outweigh the mean positive game payoff.
Besides expected value, one must observe the trade-off space shown in Figures 2-5 to determine
if the physical payoff is worth the collateral harm. The area under the Pareto boundary is where the
individual can shift their biological and game payoffs to try to maximize both. Once the Pareto boundary
is met, the player cannot increase one payoff without the other one getting worse. The game payoff (the
horizontal/x-axis) increases moving to the right and the biological payoff (the vertical/y-axis) decreases
moving down the axis/further South.
As seen in Figure 2, when player 2 has the initial intent to cooperate and is telling the truth, the
maximum payoff combination possible for player 1 (biological payoff of -40 and game payoff of 100) is
achieved when player 1 intends on cooperating and is telling the truth. This is also the case for when
player 2 is intending to defect and is telling the truth with player 1 receiving a biological payoff of -20
and a game payoff of 200 (Figure 4). Figure 3 confirms that player 1 receives their maximum payoff
combination whey they are truthful, and for player 2 intending to cooperate yet lying, truthfulness is
player 1’s best strategy regardless of their intent of play. The Pareto boundary for Figure 5 is not a point
like the other figures, but a line where the trade-off between maximizing biological versus game payoffs
can be seen. If a player wants the maximum game payoff possible for the scenario where player 2
intends to defect and is lying, they either have to choose a better game or biological payoff, they cannot
have the maximum possible value for both. Hence, they can choose a larger game payoff of 200 that
comes with the larger biological harm of -120, or they can pick the larger biological payoff of -70 that
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comes with the lesser game payoff of 100. Here it is up to the player’s discretion to determine if lying or
telling the truth is more beneficial to them; however, in the prior three figures, the optimal strategy
where the player benefits the most is by telling the truth.
Overall, for both types of scenarios (where the units of the game and biological payoffs are the
same or different) based on the expected values calculated and observing the Pareto boundaries for all
scenarios, it is not beneficial to lie. Different values of T, R, S and P were tested under the condition that
T > R > P > S, and the same result (that lying is never truly beneficial) was found; however, this model
must still be validated.

Chapter 6
Future research

Repeated Game
This model could be altered to be a repeated game where players can encounter each other to
play again after the original scenario. In the repeated game, updated parameters would need to come into
play since there is now an added dimension of the players being familiar with the other’s history of play.
Past tendencies of player ~j will now factor into player j’s initial belief of what player ~j is going to do.
Take for example a two-period game where in period 1 player j successfully ripped player ~j off by
defecting when player ~j cooperated. In period two, player ~j is less likely to trust that player j is telling
the truth, defecting in the end so that player ~j does not receive the sucker payoff again.
With being a repeated game, the activity levels of the various brain parts are changed as well.
There is an inverted relationship between times an individual lies and that individuals stress level when
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lying, which has the overall contribution to the individual’s biological payoff. As a player lies more
frequently then their amygdala becomes less active, decreasing the amount of stress placed on the body
not affecting the immunological function of the player. Hence, in a repeated game it is more likely that
lying evolves to be beneficial since the biological payoff does not negate from the net payoff.

Adding Desire and Personality
Desire was held constant at reward for this study. In the future, desire could be added back so
that the player has the option of hoping for either the reward, temptation, or punishment payoff. Adding
this extra dimension would allow for each player to have an initial and final desire. Since desire is a
starting parameter that motivates player j’s intent and player ~j’s signal shapes player j’s final intent,
player j’s desire could also be updated. Particularly due to the fact that desire and expectation do not
have to match. This could also factor into the future repeated game model where the desire of a player
can vary throughout the time sequence of periods.
Along with varying desire, individuals’ personalities can be considered to contribute to the
various parameters. Personality would have a large impact on most of the parameters. It would alter COI
depending on if the player is optimistic or cares about getting the temptation payoff. It would affect CB
depending on how confident and trusting the player is. T could be changed if a player’s personality
affects how they convey tells. If player j is a typically nervous individual, then they could be giving off
tells that they are lying even when they are not. With this same example, if player j is lying then their
tells would be even higher in comparison to another individual since their nervousness is extreme. Based
on personality, S can vary if the individual tends to be observant or inattentive. If inattentive and
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lackadaisical then the players sensitivity would be lowered, whereas if a player is observant and mindful
then their sensitivity would rise. G would obviously change if the person is more gullible or skeptical.
Along with F which would adjust based on if the player is a fearless or fearful person.
With repeated games this is an interesting addition because an individual’s personality can
change over time. Also, player j being accustomed to player ~j’s personality due to repeated encounters
can have a large weight on how the game plays out. If player j does not detect player ~j’s personality
digression, then player j potentially would be less likely to have a correct assessment.

Analyzing Various Scenarios
At the beginning of this study, a plethora of scenarios were thought of that could impact the
various parameters for each player. Some examples of social situations in which people lie are listed
below. These social situations could be explored further by altering the model to fit a particular
situation.
1. Interpersonal relationships
a. Self-Deception
i. Give confidence
ii. Motivate
iii. To believe something that isn’t true
iv. Social advantage
v. Comfort yourself
vi. Avoid change
vii. Avoid hard questions
1. According to research done by Leonard Pitts, Jr., people that pay more for
forgeries are less likely to admit it is a forgery
2. Staying consistent about a lie
3. Live with lie then exposed to reality
b. Family
i. Parents lying to child to “protect them”
1. Disease/death
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c.

d.

e.

f.

2. Financial stability
3. Family drama
4. Lie to spouse about cheating
ii. Children lying to parents to not “worry” them
1. Grades
2. Health
3. Personal problems (friend drama/living situation/relationships)
4. Sibling drama
5. Get what they want
iii. Relatives lying
1. Grandparents lying to grandchildren to allude that they were always well
behaved to set a good example
2. Lying to siblings to get what you want
3. Lying to cousins/aunts/uncles to seem like your life is together
Friends
i. Lying to go where you want to go
ii. Lying to get something you want (deter them from wanting it)
iii. Lying because you did something that you think will hurt them
iv. Sugar coating things
v. Trying to maintain a certain appearance
vi. Make yourself seem more appealing
Coworkers/peers
i. lying to get ahead in the office/classroom
ii. lying to professor to get an extension/better grade
iii. lying to get a raise
iv. lying to get information/notes
v. lying to not go to class
Police
i. get out of a charge/ticket
ii. save someone else from a charge
iii. having a weapon
Doctor
i. to not get put on medicine
ii. to not get surgery
iii. if your parents are in the room and you don’t want them knowing something
iv. downgrade the severity of your illness/condition/abilities
v. placebo effect
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